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Summer not forgotten,
'Okie like molasses
Review by Chuck Strinz
Okie byJ. J.Cale .

The trouble with fall record reviews on a college
newspaper is that a lot of good summer releases
are forgotten. .

'

j. J. Gale's third effort, Okie, Is one notable that

deserves a belated review. Gale's music on tnis,
as well as on his earlier albums, Naturally ana

Really, can best be described as liquid slow-mov-I- nq

like molasses but as spiffy and fun to play with

as mercury. Sometimes this liquid drags a cut

down a bit, but nothing on Okis could be described
as a loser. i.uKe4In fact, it would be hard to single out of

the LP. The title cut, which was recorded on caie s

back porch, is probably near the top. cajun
Moon" and "I'll Be There" are also high rankers.

"The Old Man and Me," a nice easy bayou
tune, is like a slow version of Doug Kershaw s

"Louisiana Man." It would be interesting,
although probably fruitless, to team Kershaw with
his wild fiddle and Calewith his mellow guitar and

voIcgAe'rHH a it cmmH? all cuts on Okie have a
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mellow, hushed quality about "

them, but some
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really boogie. It's like swimming unuerwmei vmu

flippers you're really clipping along, but there s

all this liquid around you. '

Cale has been around since the '50s, touring
with Grand Ole Opry stars and people such as
Leon Russel and Delaney and Bonnie. In 1965 he
wrote "After Midnight," (Eric Claption's version
hit the top ten in 1970) and in 1967 Cale returned
to his home in Tulsa. He quit performing except
for an occasional stint in a local club, but he wrote
a lot and recorded his songs in a small studio he
built in his house.

Okie is a record that improves witn age, ime
good Scotch-or- , more in the spirit of the LP itself,
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A Free and Easy Checking
Account. A High-Intere- st

Savings Account. However
you decide to do your banking
business with us, you're

like the way we do
business with you -- in a
friendly, personal sot t of way.

Open a Free and Easy
Checking Account at NBC.
There' no minimum. There's
no savings requirement.
There's no service charge.
What there is is a little extra
cash for you each month, and
one less figure to compute
on the old balance sheet.

And you're gonna love the
convenience of owning your
own personal calculator -- the
NOVUS NS 600. This light-
weight, compact calculator
can't be matched for speed and
accuracy. It adds, subtracts,
multiplies and divides
instantly. It comes complete
with a long life 9 volt
transistor radio battery and
a 90-da- parts and labor
warranty.
And best of all, it comes
at a price a student can
afford-Ju- st $16.77 when you
open a checking or savingsaccount at NBC.

You're gonna like the
convenience of our locations,
too. We're just a couple of
blocks from the University
with our main bank at 13th
and N Streets. Then there's
our drive-i- n banks at 12th
and P Streets and 10th and
O Streets - both Just
seconds away.

Or open a High-Interes- t

Savings Account at NBC.
You're going to be workinghard all year. And if you've
got the money to save,
shouldn't, it be working, too?
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